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Reviewed by RUTH KEMPSON, King’s College London
James Hurford’s book on the origins of meaning ‘brings language into Darwin’s reach’, as one

reviewer aptly puts it. It sets out the case for exploring how meaning in language could have
evolved out of precursors in the animal kingdom despite the apparent crevasse between those pre-
cursors and the richness of natural language and its use in communication. This is a courageous
move to make in an area that risks pseudo-generalizations; but this is a model exercise in how
substantial theorizing about language evolution can be achieved. It is entertainingly written but
not oversimplistic, interdisciplinary but not at the expense of rigor; and H is open about the lim-
its of his own expertise, yet never afraid to stretch them. He is to be congratulated on formulating
insights that he offers with a precision that makes disagreement, hence advances, possible.
H’s methodology is to work from current semantic/pragmatic assumptions and retrospectively

to see what anticipations of such structural richness can be identified in the less rich inferential
base attributable to animals. This may be a programmatic move to make, yet it is in the event
rather rigid, in preserving current assumptions. The first part of the book sets out the classic as-
sumption that semantics involves articulation of a semantics-world relation, though H immedi-
ately modifies it to claim that this relation involves intermediate mental representations. This is a
controversial move, since it involves advocating a representationalist perspective that many se-
manticists dispute. H goes further, claiming that semantics is independent of natural language in
that animals too have internalized concepts, hence the capacity to mentally represent not merely
what is currently being processed but types of things so perceived. This assumption drives all
subsequent discussion, since H proceeds from there to explore what attributes such representa-
tions have that can be seen as anticipatory of representations for which natural languages provide
evidence. He explores evidence in higher animals for recognition of animacy in perceived ob-
jects; of sameness, difference, opposites, consequent recognition of transitivity of inference; of
social ranking; and of ability (at least in a domesticated environment) to distinguish between
global properties of an event as a whole and properties of individuals that form a subpart of such
events; he also explores the need to advocate proto-propositions and arguments from predicates
within these, and the development of different kinds of memory (episodic/semantic). He also pro-
vides a box notation to give substance to these claims. In setting them out in some detail, he is
careful not to simply identify representations to be posited and sentential structure as displayed in
natural languages. Nevertheless, he makes specific claims with respect to such structures: that
they are recursively embeddable; that human ability to track four objects in space is linked to nat-
ural-language limitations to three/four-argument-plus-predicate structures; and that there is neu-
ronal evidence for such predicate and argument terms being articulated in distinct brain areas.
Though some such claims might seem speculative, at each step H ties in his claims with available
neurolinguistic, psycholinguistic, and experimental evidence, and is careful to state both the pos-
itive case and competing more cautious interpretations of the available data.
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The quasi-formal conceptualizations posited as underpinning pertinent animal behavior yield
immediate benefits. For example, H introduces the classical sense-reference distinction and the
concept of the individual variable underpinning predicate-argument structure; and from there he
argues that the higher-animal concept of individuation is weaker than in humans—along the lines
that animals do not individuate this or that mouse (say, to be eaten) but merely the concept
‘mouse’without sensitivity to which token of the type is to be individuated. But arguably, this rel-
atively weak concept of individuation is also the core notion of quantification in natural lan-
guages. Though assertions of existence expressed in natural-language sentences are classically
presented as involving existential quantification—paraphrasable as ‘there is at least one individ-
ual that is a blackbird and is singing’ (!x Blackbird’(x) & Sing’(x))—a wholly equivalent formu-
lation is Blackbird’(a) & Sing’(a), where a is some arbitrary witness of the set of singing
blackbirds (technically an epsilon term ‘!,x, Blackbird’(x) & Sing’(x)’). What this amounts to in
informal explication of such existential assertions is that very often humans do not individuate in
a way that is any richer than what H attributes to animals. We may care about the particular bird
that we hear singing, knowing it to be our escaped pet, but very often we only individuate at the
level of type—this blackbird that sings outside our window at 4:00 a.m. It is this weak concept of
individuation that H attributes to animals as an impoverished capacity for individuation; but, ar-
guably, it is also central to human reasoning.
The second half of the book sets out a case that, until very recently, was wholly uncontentious:

that communication between humans involves recognition of some particular propositional con-
tent that one’s interlocutor intends one to recover, with successful communication then involving
a concept of shared intentions. This is a view that has led to the broadly held assumption that the
major challenge of language evolution is to explain how humans came to be so altruistic, a radi-
cal departure from the rest of the animal kingdom. If true, this is a major challenge, as genetic in-
heritance considerations, in particular, would lead one not to expect any such altruism; altruism
and intentional cooperation are not displayed in the animal kingdom. H surveys various attempts
to explain away any such altruism through kin selection accounts (which explain altruism as an
offshoot of ensuring genetic inheritance, as purportedly illustrated by male lions killing any
young kids that are not their own), reciprocal altruism accounts (which explain altruism on a tit-
for-tat basis), and so on. The puzzle here is that though biological kinship may play a role in al-
truistic behavior in animals, humans transformed it by allowing a social group to count as a kin
group in the absence of any such genetic grounding, and moreover without any obvious benefit
for sexual selection.
Here again, H is relatively cautious, merely setting out these alternatives relative to the major-

ity assumption made by pragmatists that indeed successful communication is an intentionally co-
operative activity, and in the end he argues for an evolved concept of trust. However, there is an
alternative that promises to reduce the gap between humans and their animal precursor. An alter-
native view of communication is that it does not depend on recognition of some specific content
intended by the speaker to be recovered by the hearer but is, rather, a setting out by the speaker of
a string of words relative to the assumption that each party to the dialogue will interpret them rel-
ative to his or her own immediate context. All that is required to see this as effective in conversa-
tional dialogue is to presume that both speakers and hearers within a speech community will
manipulate the same mechanisms for language use, each building up representations of content in
real time relative to context from the words used, these being no more than instructions on con-
structing context-relative concepts. On this set of assumptions, all parties to the dialogue (speaker
and hearers) interpret what is uttered relative to their own context. What is needed to achieve suf-
ficient success in conversational dialogue is that each presumes they share the same language,
hence the same mechanisms. Upon this weaker assumption, what speakers do in engaging in con-
versation with their audience is using the words of their presumed shared language to display ev-
idence of some intention whose content is to be wholly derivable by that audience from what they
have as context, possibly via incremental clarification, correction, and confirmation. The result is
coordinated behavior without necessary mind reading. Of course, these programmatic statements
do not, in themselves, constitute a detailed claim, but such proposals are beginning to emerge,
with corroborating evidence that individuals in dialogue do not reliably make use only of content
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that they know is shared by all parties even in collaborative tasks, which require such explicit
shared-content recognition (Barr & Keysar 2002 and elsewhere). So not only is there room for
weaker views of human communication, but their significance is also that they dramatically alter
the evolution story, since the hurdle for the semantic narrative is brought lower, communication
being seen as closer to animals’ display behavior.
In what is otherwise a fascinating narration of alternatives for addressing the evolution-of-

meaning-in-language debate, there are two omissions. First, H’s assumptions about semantics are
conservative over and above representationalist issues. Because his central concern is the concept-
world correspondence, he pays less attention to how meanings combine together to form com-
pound meanings. Thus he introduces the analytic-synthetic distinction as critical to natural lan-
guage semantics since semantics involves pinpointing the concept that a word expresses, setting
aside what might be only contingent properties of the phenomena it is used to describe. There is
also discussion of the sense-reference distinction, as though the concept of individuation is
grounded in a clear-cut reference relation intrinsic to language. But, in consequence, there is little
discussion of the systemic context-dependence of natural language as a semantic issue, or the bur-
den upon semanticists to explain what it is about words that makes possible the huge flexibility of
context-dependent interpretations from some supposed common core of word meaning. The abil-
ity to successfully interact with our surrounding environment is of course shared by the entire an-
imal kingdom, but this leaves as amajor challenge for the evolutionary theorist the question of how
it is that these concepts, in this inner language of conceptual representation, can come to be suffi-
ciently encoded in the natural-language expressions that the very same concepts can continue to be
individuated, but from a relatively small finite set of expressions. Disappointingly, H retains the as-
sumption that semantics is about concepts that words encode in some sense independent of any ap-
plication in use to which they might be put, and that it is only in pragmatics that issues such as how
content of intentions come to be shared need to be addressed.
A second issue that H addresses only in passing is what it means to use language systems in

real time. Increasingly, there is recognition that natural languages display sensitivity to progres-
sive build up of interpretation in real time. This is now well known in semantics through formu-
lation of context-update issues in psycholinguistics, and is gradually becoming recognized in the
syntactic domain (Hawkins 2004, Cann et al. 2005). Arguably, the major achievement of the
human race was to become sensitive to real time, a faculty almost totally lacking in the animal
kingdom. It is our capacity to build up interpretation progressively from what we have processed
immediately prior to the current processing action that strikingly differentiates us from our pred-
ecessors. Though chimpanzees in captivity show ability at language-like skills in naming con-
cepts, individuals, and even events in the past, none of these involves meta-level sensitivity as to
how information is built up or how a process takes place. But there is reason to think this is at the
heart of the enterprise of human manipulation of structure in real time, and in the conventions of
language that reflect this. H promises to address such issues as conventions and all that this en-
tails in volume 2, so, inevitably, the semantics debate is not complete in this volume.
Setting aside doubts over such authorial decisions, this is a delightful and thought-provoking

read. H has set in train a rich vein of research that continues to provide an unceasing flow of in-
sights. I warmly recommend it and very much look forward to its follow-up volume.
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